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Literature Review 

 

Making mistakes is something that happens regularly in everyday life and can range 

from tiny mistakes like writing down someone’s phone number wrong and being 

unable to get hold of them or realising, too late, that you left the house keys on the 

coffee table as the front door locks shut.  Because mistakes are such a common part 

of life and such a “human” thing to do, I want to look at mistakes from the angle of 

art and graphic design.  Mistakes in these fields, I believe, are defined as very different 

things: graphic design is an art form which generally wants clean, slick lines that are 

made by a computer to communicate a message to consumers of a brand and art is 

something free and creative where a mistake could be defined as dropping the pot of 

ink rather than a mistake in the actual work.  Art tends to embrace its mistakes and 

works with them to create something out of them whereas graphic design tends to 

shun the mistakes and corrects and alters until you can’t tell they were there.  There 

are, of course, exceptions to this generalisation but for now I’m looking at this way of 

thinking to see what research I find that potentially makes me change my view 

towards art and graphic design in this manner. 

The first book I found for this subject was one by Anna Gerber, All Messed Up: 

Unpredictable Graphics where she has complied pieces of works that have originated 

from mistakes or chance.  This book was helpful because it contained interviews with 

famous graphic designers about their feelings and thoughts on mistakes and how 

these mistakes can add to the creative process.  I think it’s interesting to get that 

personal view about mistakes because people see them in different ways; some find 

them intriguing and work with the mistake to develop it and see what it can turn into 

whereas other people may find a mistake a negative thing and seek to eradicate it.  In 

this book the ideas about mistakes are generally more positive ones but there are a lot 

of good points mentioned.  Ian Anderson when asked “How do you think mistakes 

and/or accidents add to the creative process?” answered; 

 

 ‘They open unpredetermined horizons and create chance.’1   

 

I think this quote is quite profound in terms of art because it creates the 

impression of something bigger than the piece you’re working on and gives you a 

chance to use chance in your work in order to create something new.  Something 

better?  Something different?  Something you didn’t expect to happen.  Things like 

this can change your work in ways you didn’t expect which may open up something 

that is better than you could have planned, all because of a “mistake”.  Mistakes aren’t 
                                                           
1 Anna Gerber, ‘All Messed Up: Unpredictable Graphics’ (London: Lawrence King Publishing, 2004) p.200 
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necessarily bad and considering that they are part of daily life, I think a quote like this 

shows that by embracing these mistakes instead of shunning them, something 

wonderful may be created. 

Brand Failures: The truth about the 100 biggest branding mistakes of all time by Matt 

Haig is another book I have chosen to help me in this dissertation because of the 

depth it goes into to explain what the mistakes were, why they happened and what 

could have been done to stop it from happening.  It also shows that it is not just 

small brands that are susceptible to mistakes but big brands also make mistakes.   

 

‘Global giants such as Coca Cola and McDonald’s have proved just as likely to create 

brand flops as smaller and younger companies with little marketing experience.’2   

 

The book goes into mistakes such as rebranding failures, human error and 

culture mistakes showing even more so that there are many kinds of mistakes; some 

are visible and some are not, but that doesn’t make them any less or more of a 

mistake.  Some mistakes cost more than others; bad name on the company and loss 

of custom vs a good laugh at the company’s expense when they mistranslate 

something.  It also includes things such as: ‘The Seven Deadly Sins of Branding’3 and 

‘Brand Myths’4.  Something like this can help me understand the mistakes in this 

book and in other places more independently. 

The next book I found is Marketing Mistakes by Robert F. Hartley.  Although this 

book is quite similar to Matt Haig’s one there are enough differences to add this book 

also; it differs in terms of detail, perspective and although some of the “stories” 

overlap there are new and different ones in each.  Robert F. Hartley’s book is not all 

about the mistakes however and does include notable turnarounds, marketing 

successes and entrepreneurial adventures while still focussing on and discussing the 

mistakes that companies have made.  This book talks from a hindsight perspective 

but, considering the tone of voice, is very impartial and unbiased and he makes a 

point of it, ‘It is easy to criticize with the benefit of hindsight.’5  

Another book I have found which I think will be particularly useful is No More 

Rules: Graphic Design and Postmodernism by Rick Poyner.  I have chosen this book 

because of how it looks into Postmodernism, an art movement designed to break the 

commonplace thoughts of what art should be.  It looks into famous graphic 

                                                           
2 Matt Haig, ‘Brand Failures: The Truth About the 100 Biggest Mistakes of all Time’ (London: Kogan Page Ltd, 
2003) p.4 
3 Ibid p.5-6 
4 Ibid p.6-7 
5 Ibid p.2 
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designer’s points of view about mistakes and what they can bring to graphic design 

and art.  Some are very embracing of mistakes and error, such as David Carson;  

 

‘In Carson’s body of work, the rule-breaking impulse seen in 

punk and deconstruction became the central idea.’6   

 

Other graphic designers do not share the same view, such as Stephen Heller and 

Paul Rand;  

 

‘Heller’s principal concern was that rule-breaking experiments that might 

have some validity in design schools would be taken up and misapplied 

by impressionable young designers in the world outside, spreading the 

confusion and the chaos that Rand also deplored.’7   

 

There are lots of interesting and controversial topics that are brought up in this 

book which I think will be entirely relevant to this dissertation and the topics to be 

discussed.  It certainly has changed my view on what graphic design is and was and 

how it is and can be changing;  

 

‘In the last 15 years, graphic designers have created some of the 

most challenging example of postmodernism, in the visual arts.’8   

 

I had considered, although an art form, graphic design seemed more uptight 

than most yet, in one book, my view is already changing and I want this kind of 

change to be illustrated in my dissertation. 

Another book I chose to look at is nothing to do with art and graphic design 

but looks at a more fundamental, more human reasoning to mistakes.  Why We Make 

Mistakes: How we look without seeing, forget things in seconds, and are all pretty sure we are way 

above average by Joseph T. Hallinan explains and investigates about mistakes and errors 

and why they happen.  There are many different types of mistakes he discusses, 

‘systematic biases’9, ‘rapid-fire analysis’10, ‘misattribution of blame’11 and even 

                                                           
6 Rick Poyner, ‘No More Rules: Graphic Design and Postmodernism’ (London: Lawrence King Publishing, 2003) 
p.61-62 
7 Ibid p.149 
8 Ibid p.10 
9 Joseph T. Hallinan, ‘Why We Make Mistakes: How we look without seeing, forget things in seconds, and are all 
pretty sure we are way above average’ (New York: Broadway Books, 2010) p.2 
10 Ibid p.4 
11 Ibid p.5 
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‘inattentional blindness’12.  Although this book isn’t looking specifically at art and 

graphic design a lot of what it studies and teaches can be applied to what I am 

looking at.   

 

‘Perception, above all, is economical; we notice some things and not 

others.  […] Instead, we tend to pay a lot of attention to the 

beginning of the word (unicycle, unicorn) an area that we expect to 

be rich in cues about what may follow, and less attention later.’13   

 

 This could explain why spelling mistakes which seem obvious can often go 

unnoticed and make it to print.  The book also looks into multitasking and the 

reasons that multitasking can cause us to make mistakes;  

 

‘There is no such thing as dividing attention between two conscious activities.’14   

 

What it mentions about multitasking is very interesting and, I think, very 

relevant to what I am doing.  In a world where there is so much to do, it’s only 

natural that multitasking also makes it into our regular routine.  And, by multitasking, 

I want to discover whether there is any connection between multitasking and the 

amount of errors we make; particularly in graphic design. 

The next book is another similar to the one by Joseph T. Hallinan; this one is 

called Being Wrong: Adventure in the Margin of Error by Kathryn Schulz.  Kathryn goes 

into the emotions and the feelings people go through when experiencing error and 

also talks about the way we think about error.  She explains that a lot of what we 

think about error is negative and that is why we try so hard to delete and eradicate 

error from our lives; whether that’s by explaining our wrongness away or blaming 

someone else;  

 

‘Even when we know that we were wrong we can sometimes go on feeling 

- and insisting - that we were almost right, or that we were wrong for good 

reasons, or simply, wishfully, that we weren’t so wrong after all.’15  

  

She tries to encourage the reader to think of error as a positive thing and to 

embrace it.  She also goes into experiencing art and error as a similar thing; as an 

adventure;  

                                                           
12 Ibid p.81 
13 Ibid p110 
14 Ibid p.79 
15 Kathryn Schulz, ‘Being Wrong: Adventures in the Margin of Error’ (London: Portobello Books, 2011) p.218 
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‘If error is a kind of accidental stumbling into the gap between 

representation and reality, art is an intentional journey to the same place.’16   

 

She talks about little mistakes that can happen daily and cause little consequence 

to our lives and she also takes about major mistakes that can costs lives and what the 

differences between these errors are and what they mean.  A lot like the Joseph T 

Hallinan’s books, Kathryn Schulz is looking at the psychology of the people 

experiencing the errors. 

I have chosen these six books more specifically than any others I have found 

because of the content and the stories that they tell.  The books that veer away from 

practical ideas to a more psychological aspect of mistakes are particularly fascinating 

and can be applied in a variety of ways and I think it can add another aspect to my 

dissertation.  I also think the book by Rick Poyner will be very useful and informative 

when I begin to write about postmodernism and its effect on art and graphic design.  

I have also chosen several other books to do with postmodernism, art and mistakes 

but I think the ones I have wrote about above gives a broad spectrum of the types of 

books I am using for research.   

I originally struggled to find books that were exactly what I was looking for and 

when I realised, quickly, that maybe there wasn’t much written about what I want to 

write about I ventured out further afield and came back with books from the business 

shelves, psychology shelves and more expectantly, the art shelves.  I think, by having 

such a wide range of books, that this dissertation can be informed from all angles 

with various points of view.   

  

                                                           
16 Ibid p.329 
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Introduction 

 

As mentioned in the literature review making mistakes is an undeniable part of life 

and, no matter how hard we try; they seem to always plague us in our everyday lives.  

Whether it’s forgetting about the chicken in the oven and burning it to a crisp or 

putting that particular item in a “safe place” so you remember where it is, then 

promptly forgetting when you need it.  These are the types of daily mistakes that you 

vow will never happen again but the chances are that they will and the second time 

round will be just as annoying, if not more so, than the first time.  

 With varying degrees of errors, mistakes and inaccuracies, our lives are plagued 

with nuisances like these in every aspect; domestic, work and social being just a few 

that are commonly affected and depending where and what happens they can have 

varying degrees of cost and consequence.  Although there have been attempts -

proofreading, reversing sensors on the car and timers to turn the oven off, to name a 

few - to reduce the amount of mistakes we make they are still there and while human 

beings exist I believe that the capacity for error will remain and that is not necessarily 

a bad thing. 

However, considering that mistakes are such a common part of every aspect of 

our lives, human beings don’t like to think that they make mistakes and that they can 

be wrong.  As Kathryn Schulz states in Being Wrong: Adventures in the Margin of Error; 

‘… we experience our errors as deflating and embarrassing’17, so why, when this is the 

way we see our errors and mistakes, would we want to admit to being wrong?   

Mistakes are generally considered a “bad” thing; a thing to be avoided and a 

certainly a thing you wouldn’t want to admit to unless you have no other choice; 

particularly when the mistakes was one that cost a lot of money or had serious 

consequences attached to it.  However, not all mistakes need to be a “bad thing”; if a 

surgeon makes a mistake during surgery and someone’s life is taken because of it, 

then that is a bad mistake, but if a surgeon makes a mistake during surgery and 

discovers something that will potentially save that person’s life, is that still considered 

a bad thing?  If an artist makes a mistake during the process of creativity and 

something beautiful is created, then surely that can’t be a bad thing? 

I suppose, whether a mistake is a good or bad thing, is a matter of perception 

and a lot would depend on the reason for the mistake and what the mistake was and 

who was viewing it.  It sounds unforgivable if a surgeon made an error that cost 

someone their life but is it really so unforgiveable if you burnt the toast?  And, can 

they really be classed in the same league even if they are both called mistakes? 

                                                           
17 Kathryn Schulz, ‘Being Wrong: Adventures in the Margin of Error’ (London: Portobello Books, 2011) p.5 
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However, I digress; this dissertation isn’t about mistakes like burning your toast, 

or locking yourself out of your house.  This dissertation is about the mistakes made in 

art and graphic design; the mistakes here generally don’t hold dire consequences but 

they can incur costs and other, lesser, consequences.  I want to understand whether 

mistakes in these fields are classed as “bad” things and whether the opinion of 

mistakes in art and in graphic design is the same or whether they are different for the 

two styles of creativity.  In this dissertation I also want to show that mistakes are not 

necessarily a negative thing and just because I am doing an essay on the topic, it won’t 

be riddled with negativity because elements of positivity will be entwined.   

The idea for this dissertation came from when I started a proofreading course 

and I began to work with mistakes to get rid of them before things go to print.  When 

part of my course is to eradicate mistakes I feel it is only natural for me to consider 

the mistakes I need to catch and wonder whether graphic design employs proof-

readers’ and other devices to deal with mistakes.  A lot of graphic design has 

typography attached to it and where there are words there are bound to be spelling 

mistakes and grammatical errors.  This idea then expanded to include art because of 

the sense of mobility and being free that artistic creativity seems to show; which 

appears quite different to the controlled aspect of graphic design.  Within this idea I 

wanted to research into the companies that make the mistakes, of any kind, (spelling 

errors, “oops moments”, print mistakes, lack of market research, etc.) and understand 

why the mistakes were made and what the costs of these mistakes were. 

However, while I am investigating into mistakes in the creative world it can’t 

hurt to look at a more psychological aspect as to why we make mistakes.   Why do we 

make mistakes?  And, why does the word “mistake” or “error” have such negative 

connotations attached to them? 

I hope to discover and understand why mistakes are viewed as bad things and 

whether that opinion can be changed.   I also want to learn what mistakes can bring 

to such creative fields as art and graphic design where creativity flourishes.  Can 

mistakes add to creative process in a positive way? 

I want to learn, when mistakes do happen, what the cost is to the company and 

what the reaction of the consumers is.  I also want to understand why mistakes, that 

seem so obvious to some, are so invisible to others and why these mistakes make it 

outside of the company or office and into the world where everyone can see them. 

With computers now being a big part of life, in both graphic design and art, I want to 

see whether this increases or decreases the chances of making mistakes in the work.  I 

also want to see whether there are any other benefits, or not, to having a computer 

within the process. 
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I wrote an essay about creating art and graphic design by hand and I believe that 

that topic is directly relevant to this because the idea of something being hand-

rendered is the idea of something being created by a human and therefore, being 

more natural and less slick and has the chance of having more mistakes than a piece 

created on the computer where it is easy to press the “undo” button.  Is the idea of 

something created on the computer less appealing than something handmade, and is 

that idea changing? 

Due to mistakes being such a common part of life I want to see how common 

they are in art and graphic design and whether they are used a good way.  I think a 

mistake during the creative process can only enhance your learning experience, even 

if it means fixing the mistake, rather than using the mistake, and I want to see if this 

opinion is shared. 
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Chapter One – Brand Mistakes 

 

A brand as defined in the dictionary is ‘a type of product made by a company under a 

particular name’.18  Branding, as we know it today, began in the 19th century;  

 

‘fueled by the rise of mass media-assisted advertising and merchandising, 

and the emergence of middle-class, literate customers with the economic 

means to purchase products by choice rather than out of necessity.’19 

 

 A brand is an image and in this society, in this day and age; image is everything.  

A brand is successful because of the consumers’ loyalty and if a mistake changes 

where that loyalty lies, then it may just destroy the success of the brand.   

 The consumer is the most important part of a successful brand because without 

their patronage a brand doesn’t have custom, therefore it doesn’t have profit; 

therefore it doesn’t have a brand worth having.  A brand is a tentative, fragile thing 

that is desperate for the consumers’ to love it but brands have competition and has to 

be the best, or at least better than the alternative, to win the love and the loyalty. 

  

‘If the brand image becomes tarnished through a media scandal or 

controversial incident or even a rumour spread via the Internet, 

then the company as a whole can find itself in deep trouble.’20 

 

 There are many companies that are openly in competition with each other; Coca-

Cola and Pepsi; Apple and Samsung; Sainsbury’s, Asda, Morrisons and Tesco; 

McDonald’s, Burger King and KFC.  They are in competition with each other because 

they all offer similar products and are constantly competing to encourage the 

consumer to go to their shop to buy their products.   

 Mostly people choose, if they have no particular loyalty, on a product based on 

price.  If a pint of milk is 15p cheaper in Sainsbury’s than in Morrisons; Sainsbury’s 

will probably get that custom.  However, that is not always the case; if the price was 

the same and there are two products, Coca-Cola and Pepsi, then the decision made on 

which to buy may come down to taste and brand loyalty. 

                                                           
18 Sara Hawker (eds) ‘Pocket Oxford Dictionary and Thesaurus’ (New York: Oxford University Press Inc., 2008) 
p.80 
19 Jason K. Caudill & Pamela S Ecker, ‘Ch 2: Brief History of Brands and Branding’ 
http://brandards.wordpress.com/the-book/ch-2-brief-history-of-brands-and-branding/ [accessed: 2/2/14] 
20 Matt Haig, ‘Brand Failures: The Truth About the 100 Biggest Mistakes of all Time’ (London: Kogan Page Ltd, 
2003) p.3 

http://brandards.wordpress.com/the-book/ch-2-brief-history-of-brands-and-branding/
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 Out of the two brands Coca-Cola was founded first in 1886 by pharmacist Dr 

John S Pemberton.21  Pepsi-Cola was founded by Caleb Davis Bradham in 1893; 

originally it was called “Brad’s Drink” and on August 28, 1898, Caleb renamed his 

drink “Pepsi-Cola,” after a combination of two ingredients, “pepsin” and “cola”.22 

 After Pepsi rebranded itself in the 1950’s to a more youthful brand, and “won” 

during a blind taste test in the 1970’s and in the 1980’s signed up various celebrities to 

appeal to the target market, Coke was beginning to lose the battle between the colas.23 

 Coke focused on the blind taste test results and in April 1985 New Coke was 

introduced after another blind taste test where it was discovered that people preferred 

it over the original Coca-Cola and over Pepsi-Cola.  However, instead of just 

introducing a new coke they decided to pull the original Coca-Cola from the shelves.  

Instead of the sales boost they expected Coke were now having to deal with a loss due 

to a boycott of the New Coke in the absence of the original formula.24   

 

‘In the first 4 hours, the company received about 650 calls.  By mid-May, calls were 

coming in at a rate of 5000 a day, in addition to a barrage of angry letters.’25 

 

 A very relevant quote, from a sample of responses sent to Coke, was: ‘Yesterday 

I had my first taste of new Coke, and to tell the truth, if I would have wanted Pepsi, I 

would have ordered a Pepsi and not a Coke.’26  This quote is profound because it 

explains, from a non-business perspective what Coke had actually done; they had tried 

to turn themselves into Pepsi. 

 Within three months of taking away the original Coca-Cola and introducing New 

Coke, Coke had reversed the process and Donald Keough, chief operating officer, 

admitted; 

 

‘The simple fact is that all the time and money and skill poured into 

consumer research on the new Coca-Cola could not measure or reveal 

the deep and abiding emotional attachment to original Coca-Cola felt by 

so many people.  The passion for original Coca-Cola – and that is the 

word for it, passion – was something that caught us by surprise.’27 

                                                           
21 ‘Introducing Our Business’ http://www.coca-cola.co.uk/about-us/introducing-our-business.html [accessed: 
2/2/14] 
22 ‘History of the Birthplace’ http://www.pepsistore.com/history.asp [accessed: 2/2/14] 
23 Matt Haig, ‘Brand Failures: The Truth About the 100 Biggest Mistakes of all Time’ (London: Kogan Page Ltd, 
2003) p.14 
24 Ibid p.15 
25 Robert F. Hartley, ‘Marketing Mistakes’ (New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc., 1995) p. 136 
26 Ibid p.136 
27 Matt Haig, ‘Brand Failures: The Truth About the 100 Biggest Mistakes of all Time’ (London: Kogan Page Ltd, 
2003) p.15 

http://www.coca-cola.co.uk/about-us/introducing-our-business.html
http://www.pepsistore.com/history.asp
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 Luckily, Coke realised their mistake within three months of making it and 

managed to correct it before any real damage was done.   So, what had happened? 

 While Coke focussed on the taste tests it had not taken into account that the 

tests were blind and the only factor that was being assessed was taste.  Therefore, it 

didn’t measure the loyalty of the consumers’ for the brands.28  Going back to brand 

image Coke should have realised that ‘brand image usually is a more powerful sales 

stimulant’29; blind taste tests, although accounting for flavour, could not account for 

that sale stimulant that the Coke brand had. 

 Coca-Cola was founded before Pepsi and was, for quite a few years, the only cola 

in the market.  It branded itself around that; it branded itself the original cola.30  ‘By 

launching New Coke, Coca-Cola was therefore contradicting its previous market 

efforts.’31  This contradiction is made even more apparent by Roberto C. Goizueta, 

chairman of Coca-Cola, stating; ‘The best has been made even better.’32 

Once they had corrected their mistakes, surprisingly, ‘the media interest swung 

back in the brand’s favour’.33 So much so that, ‘Some critics will say Coca-Cola made 

a marketing mistake, some cynics will say that we planned the whole thing.’34  

 

‘Some called New Coke a misstep, others a blink.  At the time there were those 

who called it a monumental blunder, even the mistake of the century.’35 

 

 However, considering that it was one considered the mistake of the century you 

would hardly know it now, today, where Coke is still thriving, still on the shelves and 

probably still in the fridges of the consumer’s. 

 This is a case where brand image was stronger than the taste.  Like the quote I 

mentioned earlier, ‘…if I wanted a Pepsi, I would have ordered a Pepsi…’  The 

consumer may have preferred the taste of Pepsi better but ultimately they ordered by 

the brand, not the taste. 

 However, it would be unfair to point out Coke’s mistake and not mention any of 

Pepsi’s.  Pepsi, in 1992, saw, what they thought to be, a gap in the market.   By this 

point there had been much experimentation made with cola and a lot of them were 

                                                           
28 Ibid p.16 
29 Robert F. Hartley, ‘Marketing Mistakes’ (New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc., 1995) p.141 
30 Matt Haig, ‘Brand Failures: The Truth About the 100 Biggest Mistakes of all Time’ (London: Kogan Page Ltd, 
2003) p.16 
31 Ibid p.16 
32 Robert F. Hartley, ‘Marketing Mistakes’ (New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc., 1995) p.129 
33 Matt Haig, ‘Brand Failures: The Truth About the 100 Biggest Mistakes of all Time’ (London: Kogan Page Ltd, 
2003) p.17 
34 Ibid p.17 
35 Robert F. Hartley, ‘Marketing Mistakes’ (New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc., 1995) p.144 
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readily available on the market; sugar free colas, flavoured colas and caffeine altered 

colas.  Therefore, Pepsi found the gap to be; clear cola.36 

 This gap was filled by Crystal Pepsi and Diet Crystal Pepsi both of which were 

caffeine free and designed to have the connotations of “healthy” due to the clear 

liquid and “purity” that it represents.  (This was at a time where sales in bottled water 

had increased.)  At first sales were high, during which Coke released their own clear 

cola; Tab Clear.  However, soon the sales dwindled and Pepsi pulled the product off 

the shelves convinced that it was due to taste.  After reworking the formula they re-

launched it, only for it to fail again.3738 

 The mistake here, first off, was trying to fill a gap in the market that obviously 

didn’t want, or need, to be filled.  Essentially, the idea of clear cola could have been a 

good one and there could have been many reasons for the failure; maybe the second 

time Pepsi launched their clear cola idea it would have been successful if it hadn’t 

been for the time before that where it failed.  Already there are negative associations 

with the product, even though it had been re-launched with a different name.  Perhaps 

longer hours experimenting with the flavour and more time spent on marketing could 

have made it a success, maybe not.  Who knows? 

 I suppose an upside for Pepsi with their lack of success is that it seems Coke 

failed with their Tab Clear also; I’ve never heard of it and I’ve never seen it, that 

doesn’t sound very successful to me.   

The case here, where Coke followed Pepsi without understanding whether clear 

cola would be a success, emphasises Matt Haig’s comment; 

 

‘It will also become clear that companies do not learn from each other’s mistakes.  

In fact, the opposite seems to happen.  Failure is an epidemic.  It is contagious.  

Brands watch each other and replicate their mistakes. […]  Companies are starting 

to suffer from “lemming syndrome”.  They are so busy following the competition 

that they don’t realize when they are heading towards the cliff-edge.  They see rival 

companies apply their brand name to new products, so they decide to do the same.   

They see others dive into new untested markets, so they do too.’39 

 

Another aspect of brand mistakes is marketing and promotions; surely these can’t 

go wrong?  There’s nothing better than a great deal to get the consumer excited about 

a brand.  But, what if the promotion is too good? 
                                                           
36 Matt Haig, ‘Brand Failures: The Truth About the 100 Biggest Mistakes of all Time’ (London: Kogan Page Ltd, 
2003) p.47 
37 Ibid p.47 
38 Whitney, ‘Failed Soda: Crystal Pepsi’ http://whitsblog.com/failed-soda-crystal-pepsi/ [accessed: 3/2/14] 
39 Matt Haig, ‘Brand Failures: The Truth About the 100 Biggest Mistakes of all Time’ (London: Kogan Page Ltd, 
2003) p.4 

http://whitsblog.com/failed-soda-crystal-pepsi/
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An example of this is from Hoover Limited whose promotion was so ridiculously 

good that it got far more interest than they expected and thus ensued plenty of debt 

for the company.   In the UK the promotion was; if you brought more than £100 

worth of product from Hoover Limited then they would give you two round-trip 

tickets to selected destinations within Europe.  And, for £250 worth of products 

brought they offered round-trip tickets to New York or Orlando.40 

The mistake seems glaringly obvious and yet, it happened.  Once customers got 

wind that it was much, much, much cheaper to buy the products than it was to buy the 

tickets then they began buying!  Demand was high and shops were being emptied 

rapidly but, for some reason, Hoover managers were not happy.41 

More than 200,000 people brought the correct amount of products and went 

through the steps to ensure they got their tickets.  However, due to the amount of 

people that responded, a paperwork backlog was created and by mid-April, eight 

months since the promotion was announced, only 6,000 people had got their tickets 

and managed to use them.42 

 Thousands of people were frequently disappointed with being unable to get their 

tickets, and if they did get their tickets, they couldn’t book to use them.  Not 

surprisingly, the complaints began to flood in, so much so that Hoover set up a special 

complaints number for people to phone and more than 2,000 calls came in per day.43 

 Then came an even worse mistake; Hoover tried to take back their offer by 

saying ‘that it was “not 100% clear” that all eligible buyers would receive their free 

flights.’44  The costs incurred for the mistake of the promotion were staggering; 

 

‘It took a $30 million charge in the first quarter of 1993 to cover unexpected 

additional costs linked to the promotion.  Final costs were expected to exceed 

$50 million, which would be 10 percent of UK Hoover’s total revenues.’45 

 

 The biggest mistake they made during creating this promotion was their naivety; 

they didn’t assume such a big reception of their promotion because, it seems that they 

only considered customers who had brought Hoover products before.  They didn’t 

seem to understand that what they were offering was so irresistible that people from 

far and wide would come and buy in order to get the tickets, not just previous 

customers or the occasional person in the store.  To then think, “oh dear, that was a 

mistake and we can’t afford to give all these people their tickets”, and try and take 
                                                           
40 Robert F. Hartley, ‘Marketing Mistakes’ (New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc., 1995) p.100-111 
41 Ibid p.101 
42 Ibid p.101 
43 Ibid p.101 
44 Ibid p.101 
45 Ibid p.101 
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back the offer once people had paid for their Hoover products was something 

unforgiveable in terms of customer loyalty. 

 Eventually, due to many cases – even six years after the initial promotion was 

announced - being opened against Hoover, 220,000 people got to fly but by then 

Hoover’s reputation and pocket had been severely damaged.46 

 A mistake like this could have completely ruined Hoover’s reputation to the 

point of disintegration but somehow they survived and are still selling products today.  

Perhaps if they hadn’t spent six plus years following through with their promotion and 

getting people the flights they were promised they may not still be trading as they are. 

 However, because Hoover failed to do this promotion justice doesn’t mean that 

the idea of the promotion was a bad one; they just handled it incorrectly.   Had they of 

limited the amount of people who could get the tickets, say the first 500 customers, 

then they wouldn’t have fallen into such financial distress.   To leave the promotion 

open ended was foolish and as they established; costly.47  Hoover could have 

destroyed any loyalty that their customers felt with them.  As Matt Haig states; 

 

‘Once a brand has created that necessary bond, it has to handle it with care.  

One step out of line and the customer may not be willing to forgive.’48 

 

 Mistakes are inevitable within life, business, etc. and it’s only natural that when a 

big business makes a mistake that people get to hear about it through the news; even 

more so now, in the 21st century, where social networking and blogging are so 

popular, that these mistakes will be heard of and will be criticised, deconstructed and 

remembered far longer than maybe they used to be.  I believe I have shown, however, 

that these mistakes may not be detrimental to the company and ensuring that they are 

dealt with in the correct manner they can just be considered a “blip”. 

 I also believe that companies will continue to make these mistakes and other 

companies will continue to follow into the depths of failure but this seems like a 

natural part of the process.  Mistakes are how we learn; Coca-Cola know, now, that 

they should never get rid of, or tamper with, that classic, original flavour that was first 

brought out and Pepsi now know that although there’s a gap in the market, it doesn’t 

need to be filled with clear cola. 

 

                                                           
46 Angella Chan, ‘Hoover’s free flights fiasco recalled’ http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/3704669.stm [accessed: 
4/2/14] 
47 Robert F. Hartley, ‘Marketing Mistakes’ (New York: John Wiley & Sons Inc., 1995) p.110 
48 Matt Haig, ‘Brand Failures: The Truth About the 100 Biggest Mistakes of all Time’ (London: Kogan Page Ltd, 
2003) p.5 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/3704669.stm
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‘In considering mistakes, we should note three things (1) even the most 

successful organizations make mistakes but survive as long as they can 

maintain a good “batting average,” (2) making mistakes can be an 

effective teaching tool, thereby enabling a firm to avoid similar errors, 

and (3) firms can bounce back from adversity – they can turn around.’49 

 

In the case of Coca-Cola; their mistake, which may have cost them dearly, ended up 

being a powerful tool to solidify the loyalty of their customers.  Pepsi’s mistake was a 

risk that was perhaps worth taking because they may have filled a gap that needed to 

be filled that could have increased their profit margins.  As Andy Lawrence states in 

an interview I held with him; 

 

‘I think some people are so scared of making mistakes that they don’t actually get 

anything interesting or exciting.  In other words, I think, by making mistakes I 

think you can discover, if you’re brave enough, then you can discover… things.  

[…]  You could say making mistakes, you know, is like taking a risk, the risk is that 

you could make a mistake, you could end up looking like a fool, you could end up 

with people going “uhh, it’s wrong” you know, “that doesn’t work” but actually, if 

you can get past that, I think that it can be a really positive thing, I think…’ 

 

The risk Pepsi took in trying to fill that market was, you could say, them being brave 

and taking a risk in the hope that it would work.  Unfortunately, that particular time, it 

didn’t but that doesn’t necessarily mean that the next time Pepsi take a risk, it will be a 

big of a failure as Crystal Pepsi was.  If Pepsi hadn’t taken the risk, then they would 

never have known whether clear cola would have been a success or not. 

 And, although Hoover’s mistake was costly and expensive and they received 

years of complaints as they tried to fix it, they survived it.  Their learning curve would 

have increased dramatically; in the future, if they decide to hold another promotion, 

they know that they need to set restrictions and limitations on it, and they need to be 

clear on that from the beginning to avoid such costly errors and damaged 

relationships with the customers. 

 Positively, all these mistakes were not completely disastrous and all acted as a 

learning curve.  Hopefully these companies, and any companies watching them, would 

have learned from these mistakes and they shouldn’t be repeated again.   

 The mistakes mentioned above are one’s that are spoken of but I can’t imagine 

that Pepsi, Coca-Cola or Hoover like them being talked about or will openly discuss it 

unless it is necessary.  Companies make mistakes and most don’t like to admit to them 
                                                           
49 Ibid p.352 
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but Ben and Jerry’s openly allow their customers to know about them.  In fact, they 

have created a graveyard for flavours that didn’t work out; the “Flavor Graveyard”.  

This graveyard has even become a tourist attraction. 50  But, why are Ben and Jerry’s 

so open about their mistakes? 

 

‘“We celebrate the failures, because that is how we learn and that is how our 

organization learns to take risk,” says Ben & Jerry’s CEO Jostein Solheim.’51 

 

This quote stems back to what Andy Lawrence was saying and it is refreshing to 

see that the company is willing to share this publicly.  So many companies tried to 

hide their mistakes or brush them under the carpet as if they are something to be 

ashamed of and yet Ben and Jerry’s stand there proud of theirs. 

 

‘“One of the strengths of our company is that we are not scared of 

failure. … It’s an opportunity to push things further,” Solheim says.’52 

 

It is a different perspective on failure than you see most other places; it’s a more 

positive, more upbeat perspective.  There’s nothing wrong with a bit of optimism; 

especially in terms of something like mistakes, as mentioned in the introduction; ‘… 

we experience our errors as deflating and embarrassing’. 

 

‘Ultimately, the key to dealing with failure is to have a 

positive attitude, Solheim says. “I do not think about 

failure. I think about success and learning,” he says.’53 

 

It seems that a lot of mistakes mentioned above could have been avoided or 

handled better.  Ben and Jerry’s seem to have managed a way to deal with these 

mistakes while learning from them and keeping customer moral and loyalty as high as 

it could be.  Perhaps companies should take a leaf out of their book and begin to see 

their mistakes are positive things. 

  

                                                           
50 Brendan O’Brien ‘If At First You Don’t Succeed’ http://www.qsrmagazine.com/executive-insights/if-first-you-
don-t-succeed [accessed: 11/2/14] 
51 Ibid 
52 Ibid 
53 Ibid 

http://www.qsrmagazine.com/executive-insights/if-first-you-don-t-succeed
http://www.qsrmagazine.com/executive-insights/if-first-you-don-t-succeed
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Chapter Two – Visual Mistakes 

 

Many mistakes are visual; spelling mistakes, print errors, photo manipulation, 

typesetting, etc.  These mistakes are in the public eye and depending on who you are 

these mistakes can be more than just annoying.  Generally these sorts of visual 

mistakes are only a problem if you’re creating a piece of graphic design that has a 

purpose and is intended to be clear; if a mistake or if mistakes change that, then is the 

piece doing what it’s supposed to be doing?  In my interview with Andy Lawrence he 

expresses this also; 

 

‘I think, graphic design, if the end product… after you made the mistakes along 

the way and you’ve got a finished piece of print and if that doesn’t communicate 

what you wanted it to communicate… I mean, everything communicates 

something, in some way but it’s whether the person you’re aiming it at understands 

what you’re trying to say.  If they don’t; that’s a mistake and that is a mistake that is 

not a good mistake. Because I’m saying that graphic design, for me anyway, it’s a 

personal opinion, has to deliver and it has to connect and it has to… has to attract, 

it has to deliver the message… sometimes it has to be memorable other times it 

can just be throw away, it depends on the… But it has to do what it’s supposed to 

do.  Sometimes, it’s quite clear that design doesn’t do what it’s supposed to, 

therefore it doesn’t work, therefore it’s a mistake, therefore its imperfection.’ 

 

However, not all visual mistakes are a bad thing; particularly in art.  So, within 

this chapter I will also include glitch art and intentional mistakes.  Art seems to allow 

more freedom and mistakes don’t seem to be as frowned upon so the comparison 

between mistakes made in graphic design that are not intentional and do not add to 

the work compared to mistakes made within art (and graphic design) where they are 

intended or they enhance the work should be interesting. 

Spelling mistakes have to be one of the most common type of mistake in a work 

and education environment; whether it’s typing on the keyboard and pressing the 

wrong key and it not highlighting because the word you wrote is still technically a 

word, just not the word you wanted, or whether you’re hand-writing a letter and you 

simply do not know that the word “disappointment” has only one “s” and two “p’s” 

instead of the other way around. 

However, as easy as they are to make, they are not so easy to spot; particularly if 

you were the one who wrote the piece.  If your computer does not give you a squiggly 

line to inform of the error then it is likely that it will go unnoticed until it’s printed and 

too late, and it’s likely that it will have been noticed by someone else first.  And, if 
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you’re spelling “disappointment” wrong and you don’t know it, then how do you 

know that that’s a spelling mistake? 

In graphic design it’s important that things are spelt right; nothing cheapens a 

piece of graphic design quicker than there being a glaring spelling mistake, it’s 

unprofessional and, unless intended, never a good thing. 

Another easy mistake to make is using apostrophes incorrectly; 

 

‘An apostrophe is the difference between a business that 

knows its shit and a business that knows it’s shit.’54 

 

That quote is enough to make you want to ensure that your spelling and your 

apostrophes are in the right place; instead of insulting your business while making 

yourself look like an uneducated fool. 

 Yet, still, these mistakes are made and are undermining businesses, 

advertisements and graphic design everywhere but, why?  We skim. 

 

‘This tendency has profound implications for understanding why we 

don’t detect many of our errors: as something becomes familiar, we tend 

to notice less, not more.  We see things not as they are but as (we 

assume) they ought to be.  This ingrained behaviour can cause us to 

overlook not only small things, […] but some that are startlingly large.’55 

 

 When working on a piece of graphic design, the designer will be staring at it for 

hours on end while tweaking, typing, setting, etc. and, as they quote states, the longer 

the designer does that, the more likely they are to miss the errors that might be 

appearing.  It’s not something we can change; it’s fundamental to the way the human 

brain works.56 

 

‘…our familiarity with our own work can make us blind to mistakes.’57 

 

Visual mistakes don’t always need to be about typography either; since the 

invention of Photoshop more and more cases are appearing of photo manipulation 

                                                           
54 Melanie Pinola, ‘An Apostrophe is the Difference Between…’ http://lifehacker.com/5833722/an-apostrophe-is-
the-difference-between [accessed: 7/2/14] 
55 Joseph T. Hallinan, ‘Why We Make Mistakes: How we look without seeing, forget things in seconds, and are all 
pretty sure we are way above average’ (New York, Broadway Books, 2010) p.113 
56 Craig Silverman, ‘Why Good Copy Editors are “Abnormal” Humans’ http://www.poynter.org/latest-
news/regret-the-error/220802/why-good-copy-editors-are-abnormal-humans/ [accessed: 7/2/14] 
57 Babar Suleman, ‘5 Lessons to be Learned From The Biggest  Brand Blunders of 2012’ 
http://blog.crazyegg.com/2013/01/23/biggest-branding-mistakes/ [accessed: 7/2/14] 

http://lifehacker.com/5833722/an-apostrophe-is-the-difference-between
http://lifehacker.com/5833722/an-apostrophe-is-the-difference-between
http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/regret-the-error/220802/why-good-copy-editors-are-abnormal-humans/
http://www.poynter.org/latest-news/regret-the-error/220802/why-good-copy-editors-are-abnormal-humans/
http://blog.crazyegg.com/2013/01/23/biggest-branding-mistakes/
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and where the word manipulation exists surely the word mistake follows closely 

behind?  Some of the manipulated images that are out there, and are in print, are 

astonishing; especially since the mistakes seem so glaringly obvious, like missing limbs 

or extra limbs, or so much manipulation that it barely looks like the original photo.  

But, as the quote previous mentions, “the more you look; the less you see.” 

 Any mistake, like these, will cheapen the work and make it look unprofessional 

and if a piece of work took hours to complete than the last thing it needs is a mistake 

to ruin the effort.  This seems unfair when you realise that our brains deceive us into 

thinking that the piece of work looks fine; until you give it to someone who hasn’t 

seen it before and the mistake is the first thing they see. 

However, there are some mistakes that are not detrimental to the work and may 

even add to it and these are the mistakes like Andy Lawrence mentioned in the quote 

in the previous chapter; ‘In other words, I think, by making mistakes I think you can 

discover, if you’re brave enough, then you can discover… things.’ 

Discovery is an exciting part of a creative process, but it only tends to happen if, 

like Andy states; ‘if you’re brave enough’.  Discovery, as a process, tends to lean 

towards the risk of making mistakes but if you are taking these risks in the hope of 

discovering something new, or something different, then it seems like it’s a risk worth 

taking.  If a “bad” mistake is made, as long as it is rectified before print, then the risk 

turns out to be nothing but experimentation that didn’t work. 

However, spelling mistakes seems like a good place to start in a chapter titled 

Visual Mistakes, after all they are one of the most common types of visual mistakes 

that can be made by just about anybody.  They are often overlooked due to reason I 

have previously mentioned and therefore there are plenty of spelling mistakes to 

choose from. 

Surprisingly, spelling mistakes may have more of an impact on your business 

than expected;  

 

‘Charles Duncombe [an online entrepreneur] says an analysis of website 

figures shows a single spelling mistake can cut online sales in half.’58 

 

But, why?  It’s just a spelling mistake isn’t it?  What difference could that 

possibly make to online sales? 

Well… Charles Duncombe explains; 

 

                                                           
58 Sean Coughlan, ‘Spelling Mistakes “Cost Millions” In Lost Online Sales’ http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-
14130854 [accessed: 11/2/14] 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-14130854
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‘Spelling is important to the credibility of a website, he 

says. When there are underlying concerns about fraud and 

safety, then getting the basics right is essential.’59 

 

 In a world where there seems to be scammers all over the internet - offering 

money for items that are selling on eBay and sending fraudulent PayPal emails which 

gets the seller to post their item and then receive no money or scam emails claiming 

that the recipient has won the lottery and has money to collect – people who use the 

internet are becoming more aware and more alert of scams and fake websites. 

 Genuine websites tend not to have spelling mistakes and by having spelling 

mistakes on a website, as mentioned previously, looks unprofessional and therefore, 

not genuine.  If there is any suspicion that a website isn’t genuine then a spelling 

mistake may solidify that suspicion and if it is a genuine website then it just lost a sale 

because it didn’t check its spelling. 

  

‘Another reason we are so suspicious about websites with poor grammar 

and spelling mistakes is because we don’t have anything else tangible to 

judge the website. After you do physical shopping, you can see the 

person or the shop you are buying from. However, for an online 

transaction there are not many things there to judge a website.’60 

 

If the only way a customer can tell if a website is genuine is by how professional 

it looks then the biggest and quickest way to make it look otherwise is by introducing 

spelling mistakes and making it look like it was created by an amateur.  

What of spelling mistakes that are not on a website – that are easily changed – 

what of the ones that are printed and not so easily changed? 

 

‘…if you get something wrong online, readers and commenters will 

point it out, and editors can fix errors 10 seconds later. 

 

By contrast, the errors in a print book’s first edition are forever.’61 

 

                                                           
59 Ibid 
60 JP, ‘Spelling and Typos Decrease the Credibility of your Website!’ http://jpschoeffel.com/general/spelling-typos-
decrease-credibility-website.html [accessed: 11/2/14] 
61 Virginia Heffernan, ‘The Price of Typos’ http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/07/17/the-price-of-
typos/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_php=true&_type=blogs&_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=3 [accessed: 11/2/14] 
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Re-printing something with a spelling mistake could cost millions, whether it’s a book, 

or a poster or as Topshop found out when they printed a famous Shakespeare quote 

on a t-shirt but misspelled Shakespeare.62 

 

‘The famous quote was signed by “Shakespere”, not “Shakespeare” and 

the £20 t-shirts proceeded to go on sale online and across UK stores 

bearing the grave misspelling – cue lots of online mockery from shoppers, 

a swift recalling of t-shirts and plenty of red faces at Topshop HQ.’63 

 

This mistake forced them to re-print the t-shirt which probably cost more than 

they would have liked and created a considerable amount of wastage with the t-shirts 

that had the misprint on.  Not only did it cost them money but it also cost them time; 

time to print them in the first place and then time when they had to re-print them.  

Any profit that they might have made on the first batch of t-shirts was probably spent 

in order to re-print them. 

Another example of a spelling mistake that isn’t so easy or cheap to fix is one 

related to Shakespeare again.  This time, however, it was found in one of his plays. 

 

‘"To be or to be."  That's how one of the most famous sentences in the 

English language began several years ago in a new edition of Shakespeare's 

"Hamlet."  Six professional proofreaders failed to catch the mistake, which 

received national publicity and gave the publishing company a red face.’64 

 

This stems back to what was mentioned earlier, “We skim”.  The chances are 

that the proof-readers missed this because they know that the quote should be “To be 

or not to be” therefore they probably read it that way. 

Another mistake found in a bible gave the 1631 edition of the King James Bible 

the nickname of the “Wicked Bible”.  This name came from the fact that the word 

“not” was left out of the commandment “Thou Shalt Not Commit Adultery”.65 

Spell checkers on computers were designed to catch words that are spelt wrong 

so it will create a squiggle under the word “dissapointment” because it’s spelt wrong, 

but it won’t try and correct the word “died” in this question; “Do you have any tie-

died t-shirts I can borrow?’ because the word “died” is not spelt incorrectly, just used 

                                                           
62 Mildred Talabi, ‘How One Spelling Mistake Can Cost You Millions (aka the Topshop Blunder) 
http://www.mildredtalabi.com/how-one-grammar-mistake-can-cost-you-millions-aka-the-topshop-blunder 
[accessed: 11/2/14] 
63 Ibid 
64 Marcia Yudkin, ‘Typo Tales and Tactics’ http://www.yudkin.com/typos.htm [accessed: 11/2/14] 
65 ‘The Worst Proofreading Mistakes Of All Time’ https://www.eliteediting.com/blog/post.aspx?id=72 [accessed: 
11/2/14] 
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incorrectly; something that spell check can’t see.  So, it’s likely that this mistake would 

go unnoticed for the same reason that Shakespeare’s quote went unnoticed; because 

you know it should be “tie-dyed”.   

 

‘As Geoff Shandler, the editor in chief of Little, Brown and Company, told me, 

“Use of the word processor has resulted in a substantial decline in author 

discipline and attention. Manuscripts are much longer than they were 25 years 

ago, much more casually assembled, and beyond spell check (and not even 

then; and of course it will miss typos if the word is a word) it is amazing how 

little review seems to have occurred before the text is sent to the editor…”’66 

  

However, a slightly more positive view on mistakes comes from Craig Silverman, 

a journalist from Canada and creator of the website “Regret the Error”67 .68 

 

‘…as a connoisseur of errors, he praised the “wonderfully 

human experience of being wrong.”’69 

 

He gives the impression that being wrong is something that is desirable, at least 

once, in a lifetime.  It’s quite a refreshing outlook on the idea of a mistake and being 

wrong; so unlike most that are around. 

However, not all spelling mistakes are “mistakes”.  Gerry Oginski, founder of the 

Lawyers Video Studio, used a spelling mistake for a reason.  He wanted to test who 

was watching his videos 70; 

 

‘It was precisely because I wanted to test who was watching my 

attorney video, and whether they picked up on the typo and whether 

they made an effort to contact me to let me know about it.’71 

 

By using this as a test he would know, since people love to point out other 

people’s mistakes – ‘…we positively excel at acknowledging other people’s errors.  In 

                                                           
66 Virginia Heffernan, ‘The Price of Typos’ http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/07/17/the-price-of-
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fact, if it is sweet to be right, then-let’s not deny it-it is downright savory to point out 

that someone else is wrong.’72, whether people were paying attention; if he received 

nothing about the typo, then the likelihood would be that no one was. 

So, spelling mistakes can have some use but mostly they’re just a way to create 

distrust on websites and cause a lot of annoyance and bother in possibly re-printing. 

Visual mistakes can be far bigger than just a spelling mistake or a dodgy print and 

an example of this is from Cartoon Network whose guerrilla advertising campaign 

went horribly wrong when their electronic devices were mistook for bombs.  This was 

in 2007 when America was still on the alert for suspicious activity after 9/11.  When a 

concerned citizen noticed one of the electronic devices they phoned the police, who 

in turn contacted the bomb squad.73 

Although these devices, which featured a ‘boxy cartoon character giving an 

obscene hand gesture’74, were put up in several other cities in the US, only in Boston 

was the reaction so extreme.75 

 The companies involved; Turner Broadcasting and Interference Inc., agreed to 

pay $2 million and issued the statement; 

 

‘“We understand now that in today’s post-Sept. 11 environment, 

it was reasonable and appropriate for citizens and law 

enforcement officials to take any perceived threat posed by our 

light boards very seriously and to respond as they did.”’76 

 

 This mistake ended up costly; money wise and reputation wise.  Two men also 

got arrested in connection to this so it also cost these men 2-5 years of their lives that 

they will have to spend in jail.77 

 To create an advertising device such as these where they could so easily be 

mistaken for bombs was certainly not a clever move, especially after 9/11.   They 

should have considered another way to promote their programme – or at least given 

warning to the cities involved that these devices were going to be put up.  The way 

that this escalated out of control, with the police and with the bomb squad, could 

have been stopped if people had been warned and were expecting these devices. 

                                                           
72 Kathryn Schulz, ‘Being Wrong: Adventures in the Margin of Error’ (London: Portobello Books, 2011) p.8 
73 Michael Learmonth, ‘Cartoon Network Scares Boston’ 
http://www.forbes.com/2007/02/01/cx_ml_0201varitytv.html [accessed: 9/2/14] 
74 Associated Press, ‘Turned, 2nd Firm to Pay $2 Million Over Scare’ 
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/16990202/#.UvePOYVaXZg [accessed: 9/2/14] 
75 Ibid 
76 Ibid 
77 Michael Learmonth, ‘Cartoon Network Scares Boston’ 
http://www.forbes.com/2007/02/01/cx_ml_0201varitytv.html [accessed: 9/2/14)] 
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 Visual mistakes that don’t carry such hefty consequences but instead are 

embraced and used are glitch mistakes; 

  

‘Glitch art takes temporary pixelations, interruptions and glitches 

and turns them into visually arresting pieces, questioning the 

forms and traditions of art using digital techniques.’78 

 

In Glitch: Designing Imperfection artists create glitch art; some of which are created 

intentionally.  The existence of glitch art tends to stem from a digital medium; digital 

camera, PC, television, etc.   

 

‘Glitches in computer systems creates unexpected events and for us 

common user malfunction or failure in software or hardware often 

creates frustration and anger, but for a new generation of artists 

these bugs, errors and glitches are source for artistic expression.’79 

 

Most of the time glitches can be just classed as annoying; when the photograph 

didn’t develop properly or when a video game character gets stuck but when these 

glitches can be turned into something artistic, I doubt they continue to be annoying. 

 

‘Outside of art and design, however, glitches don’t get off the hook so easily – 

they are branded as bad reception, undesirable fuzz, static or interference.’80 

 

It is interesting that glitch artists take something that is undesirable in order to 

change it into a work of art that can be admired instead of being rebuked.  Due to 

glitches being related to technology, the glitches that happen are sporadic and 

unpredictable. 

Angela Lorenz was interviewed for Glitch: Designing Imperfection and said; 

 

‘For me, it’s not so much the glitch aspect that’s interesting but the 

generative aspect – letting the unexpected happen and using it.’81 

 

                                                           
78 Grace Wong, ‘It’s Not A Bug, It’s a Feature: The Rise of Glitch Art’ 
http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2013/oct/25/rise-of-glitch-art [accessed: 9/2/14] 
79 Mathias Jannson, ‘The Fine Art of Glitches, Cheats and Errors’ http://www.digicult.it/digimag/issue-061/the-
fine-art-of-glitches-cheats-and-errors/ [accessed: 9/2/14] 
80 Iman Moradi; Ant Scott; Joe Gilmore; Christopher Murphy, ‘Glitch: Designing Imperfection’ (New York, Mark 
Batty Publisher, 2009) p.8 
81 Ibid p.12 
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She also says that ‘human-generated design is often very predictable’82 which must 

make working with glitch art even more interesting.  You can’t predict a glitch, 

whether you force it or not, so the outcome of something truly unpredictable will be a 

complete surprise; not only to the recipients but to the artist also. 

 Another form of visual mistake, as mentioned earlier, are mistakes made during 

the process of manipulating an image.  There are many different ways to manipulate 

an image – whether it’s something as simple as changing the tone of the picture or the 

brightness or whether it’s something more complicated like removing or adding 

details or merging two photographs together to get a more detailed image.  

When photography first came out it wasn’t viewed as something to be taken and 

to be manipulated with; it was seen as a truth. 

 

‘When photography was first invented, its overwhelming power 

came from the fact that it recorded nature more realistically than 

any other art form had ever done before. Because of this, people 

trusted it and believed it portrayed "reality" and "truth".’83 

 

 However, in an age where manipulated photographs are nearly the only 

photographs that are published that trust is no longer there. 

Knowing that an image has probably been manipulated but there being no 

obvious way of telling is easy enough to ignore – particularly in the case of magazines 

where men and woman are “enhanced” – but knowing that an image has been 

manipulated due to an obvious error in the picture in another thing. 

 

‘One of the richest markets for tampering with photographs is advertising 

which has a long tradition of manipulation and fabrication, and where it is 

expected that artists and designers will rely on the computers sophisticated 

altering techniques to produce appealing photos electronically.’84 

 

It has become common practice nowadays to publish these manipulated photographs 

– even if an image is almost perfect anyway, the search for perfection continues and 

that is why the manipulation of images continues; to seek that perfection. 

 Instead of a photograph that shows skin blemishes or a rain cloud in the distance 

the public receive images of flawless skin and a blue, cloudless sky because to most, 

                                                           
82 Ibid p.12 
83 Jerry Lodriguss, ‘The Ethics of Digital Manipulation’ 
http://www.astropix.com/HTML/J_DIGIT/ETHICS.HTM [accessed: 10/2/14] 
84 Dino A. Brugioni, ‘Photo Fakery: The History and Techniques of Photographic Deception and Manipulation’ 
(Dulles: Brassey’s, 1999) p.15 
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that would mean “perfection”.  But, are these manipulated images necessarily better 

than the original ones? 

 It also brings up the question of; how far is too far?  Is it ok to make the sky a 

little bit bluer to emphasise what a lovely day it was?  Is it ok to make the model for 

the magazine lose a stone simply by sculpting her body in Photoshop? 

 

‘With digital processing, there is almost no limit to what can be done to an 

image, and many things are done to images with the best intentions. The 

question is, when does the pursuit of aesthetics violate our ethics?’85 

 

The previous two examples, although very different in terms of ethics - one doesn’t 

stir up many emotions of deception and yet manipulating a model to look slimmer 

probably does – but they are both forms of deception.  Therefore, are they wrong?  

Are they both wrong?  Are they both wrong in the same way? 

However, taking a photograph of something in the foreground will probably 

capture a detailed image of the foreground but blur out the background in order to 

focus.  So if one photo of the foreground was taken and another of the background 

and then the two images were manipulated to create one; is this ethically acceptable?  

The image is still the same image and it is still true to what the camera was taking but 

instead of accepting blur in either the foreground or the background, depending on 

what the camera was focusing on, the image is constructed together to create a 

detailed image of both the foreground and the background; no deception intended.  If 

there is no deception intended in the manipulation of the photography, does that 

make the manipulation ok? 

 

‘It only becomes a problem, and a question of ethics, when the artist or 

photographer lies about his motivations, methods, and conclusions, 

and presents images with the purpose to intentionally deceive.’86 

 

‘Because the photograph is an instrument of such powerful 

believability, the faking of a photograph for the purpose of deceit or 

deception is repugnant to most people; such photography deframes 

and falsifies our understanding of the truth.’87 
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It seems to be that as long as the artist is honest in their intentions as to why and 

how they manipulated the image, then it is more accepted than if the recipient is 

deceived due to the artist being false about whether an image is, or is not, 

manipulated.  In the case of images manipulated in magazines to do with model size 

and shape, I would say that it is a form of deception due to the fact that, although it’s 

pretty much common knowledge that these images are altered, the artist does not 

inform that that is the case.  They want you to believe that that model/celebrity looks 

the way that has been portrayed in the magazine. 

An essay in itself could be written about manipulated images in magazines but 

that is not what this essay is about, so I will leave it there. 

Intentional mistakes seem like an oxymoron but they do happen as mentioned in 

Anna Gerber’s books and often within postmodernism.  An example of an intentional 

mistake is from Chipotle and their design for their bags.  This design, a bag with 

written words, the mistake being that the words were lorem ipsum, although thought 

of as a mistake originally, quickly changed this mind set when a closer look identifies 

that the “mistake” was hand-rendered and that unless Chipotle had intended the 

mistake, then it wouldn’t have been there.  It was a design mechanism that made 

graphic designers smile.88 

 

‘And irrevocably flawed is not far from irredeemably dumb, a topic 

that permeates the show but finds its fullest manifestation in a 1920s 

Ikat-dyed Uzbek wall hanging included in the show [Kool Aid Wino], 

a representation of a practice wide-ranging in world folk traditions to 

insert “intentional” errors into handmade textiles as a gesture to the 

perfection of divinity, or at least the imperfection of humans.’89 

 

It is interesting to see here that the “intentional mistake” is a way to add a 

“human” element to something.  The “human” element is something that is 

imperfection and in this sense the idea of imperfection is a positive one.  Generally 

imperfection is seen as a bad thing, or so I thought; is that really the case anymore? 

I like the idea of mistakes being seen as a positive thing; why should they be seen 

as negative, particularly when they act as a way to learn.  Learning is something we do 

from birth till death; we can’t escape it and we shouldn’t deny it. 
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‘“A mistake isn’t a failure,” says riCardo Crespo, global creative chief at 20th 

Century Fox. “It’s a masked innovation, waiting to be revealed.”’90 

 

Of course, despite the idea of mistakes being a positive learning process there are 

still mistakes which can be “bad” and only “bad”.  But are these kinds of mistakes 

marring the “good” mistakes? 

 

‘Good mistakes are strong actions, bad results. Bad 

mistakes are sloppy or lazy efforts, bad results. 

 

Promote good mistakes. Pull the plug on bad ones.’91 

 

This idea could begin to change the way mistakes are viewed.  To promote good 

mistakes could be a way of changing the negative views of mistakes in general and to 

create different categories of mistakes in order to have the “bad” kind that are 

corrected and “forgot” about and then the “good” kind that are promoted as taking 

risks that paid off. 

  

                                                           
90 Sam Harrison, ‘Top Execs On The Power of Good Mistakes’ 
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Chapter Three – Perfection vs. Imperfection 

 

I began to mention in previous chapters about perfection and imperfection.  But, what 

exactly does this mean?  How do you define perfection?  How do you define 

imperfection?  Surely this depends on perception.  Defining perfection or 

imperfection will be different depending on who is asked and in what context they are 

asked.  A perfect piece of jewellery, for example, would probably be defined as 

unblemished and undamaged in terms of condition but to ask what a perfect piece of 

jewellery is in terms of style then the answer may be vaguer and would probably be 

different per person asked. 

For the purposes of this essay perfection will be perceived art or graphic design 

without any mistakes; intentional or otherwise.  Whereas imperfection will be 

perceived as art or graphic design that has accidental mistakes, intentional mistakes, 

etc.  I am defining this way because I want to take a basic idea of perfection and 

imperfection and apply them to the work.  If I took perfection based on how the artist 

wanted the piece to come out then I feel I would miss important details in terms of 

intentional mistakes which make a piece look imperfect. 

However, a piece of work that may look perfect may not be the way that the 

artist intended the work to come out, so is the work still perfect because it looks 

perfect or is it imperfect because it’s not the way that the artist wanted it to look? 

Again, perception changes the idea of perfection so quickly that “perfection” 

remains difficult to pinpoint or talk about. 

I have previously done a case study essay on Tom Lane where I focused on his 

hand-rendered graphic design.  I feel that this is relevant to this section about 

perfection and imperfection because hand-rendered work is likely to contain more 

imperfections than a piece created on the computer where mistakes can be covered up 

and changed quickly.  A big part of this essay was; 

 

‘… the fact that Tom Lane shows his sketching and his working out of the 

design using a pencil and a sketchpad the recipient can see the imperfections 

that occurred before the final piece is created.  The computer corrects these 

imperfections but Tom Lane is not hiding the imperfections from the recipients 

of the piece.  This, in itself, holds an honesty that the audience will appreciate.’ 

 

The idea that imperfection holds honesty is a strange one.  Why does 

imperfection hold honesty?  Possibly it’s because perfection suggests a lack of human 

contact and therefore is it too perfect and therefore not real enough? 
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Lines that are created by the computer are often too perfect, especially when 

connected with more traditional methods of graphic design.  Take, a typed document 

that has been printed straight from the computer and then take the same document 

that has been created through letterpress; unless your printer was faulty, one piece of 

work will probably be formed of very perfect letters with correct spacing and the 

other piece will probably be formed of imperfect letters that have misprinted – 

possibly due to damaged letters or ink not getting complete coverage over the letter – 

and the line spacing probably will be skewed.  However, which one is likely to look 

more interesting? 

 

‘Not everyone wants to live in an environment full of polished surfaces, 

artificial materials and perfectly designed space - generally people are 

attracted to rough edges, natural fibres and mistakes they can see.’92 

 

So, maybe the answer to that question, again, depends on perception.  If the 

answerer is the type of person that prefers clean, slick lines then perhaps to them the 

first document will be more appealing than to someone who prefers “rough edges, 

and mistakes they can see”. 

Also, perhaps the idea of honesty comes through the letterpress piece because it 

contains obvious mistakes and, instead of being made on a computer, is made by hand 

by a human-being.  As I mentioned in my previous essay; work that is obviously 

human-made is more “relatable” than a piece just done on a computer with no sense 

of personality from the artist. 

Injecting personality into a piece of work, although it can be done through a 

computer, it is easier to inject that personality when the artist has had a hand on 

approach with the piece. 

 

‘… I don't believe I'll ever create a completely perfect work of art, so I 

do believe I will be working to improve until I create a perfect work of 

art or I feel like trying to improve isn't important anymore.’93 

 

The idea that the perfect work of art couldn’t be created is one that supports the 

theory that perfection is too difficult to pinpoint.  Although the artist may not feel 

that their piece of artwork is perfect there are probably many people out there willing 

to say otherwise due to how the perceive the piece.  They don’t know how it’s 

                                                           
92 Anne Odling-Smee, ‘The New Handmade Graphics: Beyond Digital Design’ (Hove; RotoVision SA; 2002) p.6 
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supposed to look or how the artist intended it to look, all they see if something that, 

on the surface, looks perfect. 

 

‘I think it's likely that a lot of things we have now in our society 

arose out of a mistake or a failed experiment that was intended to 

be something else.  I say embrace it, perfection is boring.’94 

 

I think the idea that perfection is boring, as mentioned in the quote above, stems 

from the idea that perfection is predictable.  Whereas, imperfection is generally 

unpredictable and even the artist doesn’t know where the work is going to go.  If the 

artist has taken a risk and made a mistake they may have embraced it and worked with 

that mistake, thus creating something that they didn’t expect and that their audience 

wouldn’t expect. 

 

‘Since some days I have been obsessing about being perfect.  I seeked 

perfection in everyway, till I realised that one cannot achieve that. 

Perfection is fine but it is our imperfections that define us. You don’t 

know yourself unless and until you know your imperfections.’95 

 

This idea of knowing yourself once you know your imperfections is quite a poetic 

one.  A human-being isn’t perfect and there’s no point pretending that they are; 

human-beings make mistakes on a daily basis and simple mistakes that seem like they 

would only happen once begin to happen again and again and somehow we don’t 

learn from them.  We tend to learn from the bigger mistakes but for some reason, the 

little mistakes like locking ourselves out of the house, will probably happen more than 

once, but why?  Maybe we simply don’t see that mistake as worthy enough to learn 

from, without even realising it. 

Since human-beings are imperfect is there any way that an imperfect being can 

create a perfect piece of work?  If there really is such a thing as a perfect piece of 

work; surely there are imperfections in everything? 

Could the fact that human-beings are imperfect suggest a reason why some 

prefer imperfection in art and graphic design? 

Ultimately I don’t think there is a way to determine whether people prefer 

imperfection or perfection because it depends on the person, on the manner in which 

the question is asked and what the context is.  One day someone may prefer a 
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“perfect” piece of artwork and the next day they may decide that they like the 

“imperfect” one instead.  It probably depends on their disposition or their perception 

on that particular day.  Human-beings change their minds too often to settle on one 

preference; there may be certain people who will prefer perfection every time and 

there will be people who prefer just the imperfections of art.  However, there will 

always be people who like both and embrace both. 

Imperfection is far easier to define and pinpoint than perfection.  Perfection is so 

high up there; nothing is better than perfection, apparently.  But, within art and graphic 

design; is that really true?  Perhaps in certain cases imperfection, within these fields, 

trumps perfection, if done and used correctly. 

However, as mentioned previously, imperfection is no good in these fields if the 

message of the art work or the graphic design piece is no longer understood.  If a 

piece of graphic design has been designed with the intention for people to know 

where they are going – for example, a map or signage systems – then mistakes or 

imperfections here are only going to confuse the matter; in situations like this 

perfection is the only standard that is acceptable. 

Intentional mistakes to make a piece of graphic design or artwork different are 

fine as long as it is done properly and doesn’t confuse the audience.  If the piece of 

work doesn’t have a specific purpose and it is created for the fun of it then 

imperfection can often create an unpredictable piece of work that is both appealing to 

the artist and the audience.   

Creating artwork with imperfections and allowing chance to incorporate into the 

work can create new dimensions and new ideas that possibly couldn’t have been 

conceived without the mistakes that happened during the creativity process.  Allowing 

mistakes into your work and embracing them can create imperfections that add to the 

piece in ways that perfection may not do.  Attempting perfection can be stressful 

because it’s almost unachievable whereas imperfection can be fun to create compared 

to trying to create a perfect piece of artwork where it can only please a certain amount 

of people; like I said earlier, it’s all a matter of perception.  To work incredibly hard to 

create a perfect piece of artwork is fine but when you show that to an audience there 

is no way that 100% of that audience will also class it as perfect. 
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Chapter Four – Postmodernism 

 

Researching for this dissertation I read many books about postmodernism and one 

thing I noticed from all of these books was that defining postmodernism was not an 

easy task.  I don’t think, in any one of the books, that postmodernism was defined 

specifically at all.  From what I gathered postmodernism is too broad and has too 

many angles to define simply. 

 

‘Postmodernism is remarkably impervious to definition.’96 

 

‘Postmodernism cannot be understood without reference to modernism.  While the 

“post” prefix might seem to suggest that postmodernism comes from modernism, 

or that it replaces or rejects it, many commentators point out that postmodernism is 

a kind of parasite, dependant on its modernist host and displaying many of the same 

features – except that the meaning has changed.’97 

 

The term parasite here is an interesting one; it makes postmodernism sound like 

a bad thing; it sounds grungy and dangerous and not all that appealing.  Another 

“definition” of the term postmodernism comes from Eleanor Heartney; 

 

‘”Postmodernism” as the term suggests is unthinkable without modernism.  It 

may be construed as a reaction against the ideals of modernism, as a return to 

the state that preceded modernism, or even as a continuation and completion 

of various neglected strains within modernism.  But whether the relationship is 

defined as parasitic, cannibalistic, symbiotic or revolutionary, one thing is clear: 

you cannot have postmodernism without modernism.’98 

 

Again, this description is not particularly complimentary of postmodernism and 

once again the term “parasite” is mentioned again but this time is mentioned with 

“cannibalistic” making postmodernism sound even more dangerous.  However, what 

exactly do these definitions mean? 

From reading through these books I have determined that postmodernism 

appears to be about breaking the “rules” of graphic design; there is more to it than 

that though.  It says a lot for example when two of the books I have been using for 

                                                           
96 Eleanor Heartney, ‘Postmodernism’ (London: Tate Publishing, 2001) p.6 
97 Rick Poyner, ‘No More Rules: Graphic Design and Postmodernism’ (London, Lawrence King Publishing, 2003) 
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research are called No More Rules99 and Breaking the Rules100.  However, I like this idea 

of “breaking the rules” because this could also be defined as a mistake.  If there are 

rules that are supposed to be met and the piece of work decides to break them; then 

that could be classed a mistake. 

David Carson is an example of “broken rules” within this field.  However, he 

came into the field without the knowledge of these “rules” so can he really break them 

if he had no knowledge of them?  His work was so different that it ‘produced 

extremely striking and visually exciting results, seeming to some, at least for a while, to 

confirm the total irrelevance of rules.’101 

However, David Carson’s work was not always greeted with such enthusiasms.  

There were some who disliked his work due to the fact that he came onto the scene 

without knowledge of graphic design and seemingly “guessed”.  This opinion 

particularly came from other designers; designers that have spent years learning about 

the craft. 

 

‘For this generation of designers, the rules of page layout and 

typographic craft distilled from 500 years of printing history 

provided an essential framework, though knowing when and how 

to break them was acknowledged as vital to creative design.’102 

 

I think this quote could explain why other designers didn’t warm to David 

Carson’s work; they had to learn when and how to break the rules whereas Carson 

broke the rules pretty much whenever he worked on a piece because he didn’t know 

the rules in order to break them. 

A comment that suggests that David Carson’s method of work is “incorrect” is; 

 

‘Graphic design without any rules would cease to be Graphic 

Design and this is even more the case with typography.’103 

 

However, another perspective on David Carson’s work is; 
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‘Carson’s unconventional design  aesthetic may be due to his lack of 

education in traditional art and design methods, perhaps enabling 

Carson to be freed from the constraints of traditional composition.’104 

 

Even, David Carson has admitted that it is his lack of knowledge to do with the 

rules of graphic design is what makes him so successful; 

 

'David Carson, probably the most widely adulated designer to emerge in 

the 1990s, took a different view, arguing without embarrassment that it 

was his ignorance of rules, with all their prescriptions and constraints, 

that allowed him to produce designs that seemed to many to resemble 

nothing ever encountered before in commercial print media.’105 

 

Whether or not David Carson’s work is appreciated for what it is or undervalued 

because of his lack of education remains the opinion of whoever is viewing the work.  

But, David Carson isn’t the only postmodern graphic designer out there so perhaps a 

different designer would be preferred.   

Within the book, No More Rules, graphic designers such as Paul Rand, Neville 

Brody and Wolfgang Weingart are mentioned. 

 

‘Brody was careful, however, to draw a distinction between merely copying the 

work of the Dadaists or the Constructivists, which he deplored, and deriving more 

general lessons from their example.  “I looked at it and tried to evaluate the core of 

what was being done, and why.  What I took from it was a sense of dynamism, a 

sense of humanism and a non-acceptance of traditional rules and values.”’106 

 

It is interesting to see that Brody didn’t seem to be a fan of the art movement but 

objectively tried to learn from them in order to pull something out of it that he 

understood.  Instead of shunning the movement completely he decided to take them 

and learn from them. 

 

‘Weingart was determined not to be constrained by the reductive conventions 

of swiss modernist typography, which in his view had hardened into 

orthodoxy and formula using lead type and letterpress, he began to investigate 

                                                           
104 Shapeswithourhands.  ‘Post Modernism and David Carson’ 
http://shapeswithourhands.wordpress.com/2010/01/19/post-modernism-and-david-carson/ [accessed: 14/2/14] 
105 Rick Poyner, ‘No More Rules: Graphic Design and Postmodernism’ (London, Lawrence King Publishing, 2003) 
p.13 
106 Ibid p.76 

http://shapeswithourhands.wordpress.com/2010/01/19/post-modernism-and-david-carson/
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basic typographic relationships, such as size, weight, slant and the limits of 

readability.  He was fascinated by the effects of letter-spacing and he stretched 

words and lines until the text became close to being unintelligible.’107 

 

This idea of postmodernism is an interesting one; to play with type until it 

illegible is definitely an idea of breaking the rules.  The general consensus about 

typography is that it is to be legible and to be there in order to read.  It is a main 

method of communicate so to distort it until it is no longer legible then it begins to 

cease communicating.   

 

‘For Rand, design’s problem was twofold: its lack of humility and 

originality and it’s obsession with matters of superficial style.  On the 

latter point he is exhaustive, detailing a long list of stylistic errors and 

offences that begins with squiggles, pixels, doodles, dingbats and 

ziggurats, works its way through “indecipherable, zany typography” and 

concludes with “whatever special effects” a computer makes possible.’108 

 

Paul Rand’s opinion does seem to suggest that he is not a fan of the art 

movement and something Steven Heller mentions and I also brought up in the 

literature review; 

 

‘Heller’s principal concern was that rule-breaking experiments that might 

have some validity in design schools would be taken up and misapplied 

by impressionable young designers in the world outside, spreading the 

confusion and the chaos that Rand also deplored.’109 

 

Postmodernism and the idea of mistakes, again, is something that comes down to 

personal opinion and perception.  Some may not like postmodernism whereas others 

may do.   The idea of postmodernism being the movement for mistakes, essentially, 

may not appeal to those people who prefer clean, slick lines; postmodernism is 

definitely not about being clean and slick. 

 

‘In 1986, for an American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIGA) 

symposium titled ‘Design without Designers’, M&Co created a set of 

publicity material flaunting the kind of clumsily spaced, mismatched 

                                                           
107 Ibid p.20 
108 Ibid p.148-149 
109 Ibid p.149 
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typography more likely to issue from a back street print shop than a 

national design organisation committed to professional standards.’110 

 

‘A professional designer receiving the ‘Design without Designers’ leaflet 

understood immediately that its typography was “wrong” and, since it 

came from the AIGA, that it had been purposely designed to look like it 

was produced by someone ignorant of the “rules” of good design.’111 

 

This leaflet could have been classed as a mistake by many; people who weren’t 

designers could probably see that it was “poorly” designed.  So, to them, who 

wouldn’t know that it was intentionally created to look like a mistake they would 

assume that it was not intentional and that somehow, this massive mistake of a leaflet 

somehow passed all the checks and managed to get to the public.   However, as the 

quote mentioned, designers would understand this work.  It’s kind of like an “in joke”, 

designers and the people who design it understand but people outside of the field of 

graphic design do not get the joke. 

Mistakes can be used as a way of communicating also.  This poorly designed 

leaflet had its purpose and it communicated what it wanted to communicate; a 

mistake.  Just because there are mistakes within a piece of work; intentional or 

otherwise, doesn’t mean that it is no longer “good” graphic design.  Maybe these 

mistakes add to the work. 

In the case of the ‘Design without Designers’ leaflet the intentional mistakes that 

riddled it still made it a piece of “good” graphic design. 

Postmodernism is about this kind of design; just because a piece of work has 

mistakes within the piece doesn’t mean it’s “bad”.  This may not appeal to everyone 

but to some it may; intentional mistakes add a different level to the design that won’t 

appeal to everyone and I don’t think that sort of design does try to appeal to everyone. 

Postmodernism is a movement within art and design that embraces the idea of 

mistakes and breaking the rules.  It makes mistakes into the focus of art pieces and it 

creates the idea of mistakes being good, of adding to the pieces rather than taking 

away from it.  The idea of postmodernism may not be a positive one but that doesn’t 

necessarily mean that the work that is created from it isn’t positive. 

  

                                                           
110 Ibid p.82 
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Conclusion 

 

Through this dissertation I have mentioned visual mistakes, mistakes made within 

companies and I have even looked at postmodernism and what that means within art 

and graphic design.  I also looked at perfection vs. imperfection, a difficult topic to 

discuss with the amount of grey area that surrounds the two words. 

I had hoped that it wouldn’t be a purely negative view on the idea of mistakes 

and I believe that I injected plenty of positivity.  A running idea that appeared evident 

to me through each of these four chapters was that although the idea of a mistake is a 

negative one, within art and graphic design this opinion is changing and more and 

more there are pieces of work that are embracing mistakes rather than shunning them. 

The mistakes are being embraced and because of that the artwork is changing.  

The artwork is changing in ways that made it more interesting for the audience and 

more interesting for the artist themselves.   Mistakes create a world of possibilities and 

because they happen by chance, often the results are unexpected. 

I also feel that I made it clear that mistakes don’t have to be final; they can be the 

beginning – of an art piece or of a learning curve.  I believe that many, myself 

included, saw mistakes as being the end product before you start again and try to 

make it right.  However, when the choice is made that mistakes will be embraced that 

idea changes and the mistake, instead of being the end product that you’re dissatisfied 

with, it becomes something to explore and make use of and to learn from. 

Perhaps the idea of mistakes within daily life can’t be changed; perhaps they will 

always be classed as a bad thing.  I think there will always be an element of negativity 

related to mistakes and why, how and when we make them.  It is hard to feel proud 

of, or to embrace, a mistake that makes you feel stupid; like, locking yourself out of 

the house.  But, having an optimistic view on these mistakes may make them less of a 

thing to be shunned; instead of thinking, “I can’t believe I’ve just locked myself out of 

my house, how stupid,” this speech could be changed, particularly after the event and 

you’re back inside to the same speech but instead of a negative tone, you’re laughing 

at yourself. 

However, whether they’re good mistakes or bad mistakes they are still learning 

experiences.  Human-beings are constantly learning and mistakes are the perfect way 

to learn more, particularly about ourselves.  Instead of hiding away from the mistakes, 

that are inevitable in everyday life, perhaps we should embrace them to try and 

improve ourselves so we don’t make the same mistake again.  There’s only so much 

that can be done to stop mistakes from happening and to reduce the negative 

connotations surrounding mistakes that can’t be stopped embracing them could be a 

way of changing the idea of them. 
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Mistakes within art and design don’t necessarily have any serious consequences, 

therefore the mistakes don’t necessarily have to be seen as a “bad” thing; as long as 

you catch the ones that will cause embarrassment if they are printed (spelling mistakes, 

dodgy prints) then mistakes are things that can be played around with until something 

new is created. 

The idea of mistakes and what they are and how they are accepted is changing, 

especially within art and design.  Clean, slick lines are no longer the only way to 

communicate and isn’t the only way to appeal to an audience.  Of course, as I have 

mentioned, perception comes into this idea massively, but mistakes are offering a new 

course of communication.   It may not appeal to everyone, but is there an art 

movement that does? 

I mentioned in the introduction about whether mistakes are viewed as the same 

within art and graphic design and I think the answer is yes; more and more mistakes 

are being seen as something to embrace and something to challenge the work. 

In the beginning I thought that the opinions were different in the two creative 

fields but after researching this dissertation I now understand that it’s not.  I had seen 

art as this free movement inspired by creativity and I had seen graphic design as a 

creative use for creating uptight piece of work that looked beautiful on a page but it 

was all about clean, slick line.  I now realise that graphic design is a lot freer than it 

appears to be on paper; there’s more behind both art and graphic design that makes 

the responses to mistakes a positive one. 

I think, by embracing mistakes, art and design can change – like it’s already 

changing – and new things will be created that will surprise both the artist and the 

recipient. 

Mistakes, seen in a positive way here, can add new dimensions, new surprises and 

new tactics to the world of art and graphic design.  Mistakes are more than just things 

to be hidden under the rug and forgotten about; mistakes are now a way to 

communicate, to work and to learn from. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A 
 

Interview with Andy Lawrence 
 
Interview taken place on 24/01/14 

 

Q: How would you define a mistake? 

 

A: … A mistake.  It’s interesting, I think mistakes… the word mistake has a kind of 

very negative… people feel it’s a very negative word but, actually, I think mistake - a 

mistake - is when you try something and maybe it doesn’t work.  And, I think some 

people are so scared of making mistakes that they don’t actually get anything 

interesting or exciting.  In other words, I think, by making mistakes I think you can 

discover, if you’re brave enough, then you can discover… things.  But I think, the 

other thing is, it’s ok to make mistakes but you really need to identify what the 

mistake is and to learn from the mistake and then it becomes a positive thing.  I think 

if you’re a person who’s just making mistakes through ignorance or through… I 

mean, I suppose you’re specifically talking about design here?  [Yeah, yeah, I 

suppose.] Or graphic design.   I mean we could talk broadly couldn’t we [yeah] and 

say mistakes in general, you know, if you’re a footballer and you make a mistake, 

you’re a defender and you, they give the ball away and the opposition scores, there’s 

no… nobody going to go “wow, that was a great thing to do”, it was, it was just a 

mistake, and… so, in some aspects mistakes are, obviously, a bad thing.   

But in design, and in design education especially, I believe that, and I try to encourage 

students to, to try things out and, and sometimes you try things out and, and you 

don’t make a mistake, sometimes you try things out and it just works.  But, I think, 

sometimes you try things out and it just doesn’t work and then you can call it a 

mistake and I think, maybe, someone then looks at it and points it out, or you identify 

it yourself; say “looking at this it was a bit of a mistake”.  But because you went up 

that mistake route; you, maybe, identified something that… you saw something in a 

way that you would not have seen it if you hadn’t, you know, hadn’t made a mistake.  

I think, getting students to be, to be, to be brave and to dare, and to take risks…  I 

mean, you could say making mistakes, you know, is like taking a risk, the risk is that 

you could make a mistake, you could end up looking like a fool, you could end up 

with people going “uhh, it’s wrong” you know, “that doesn’t work” but actually, if 

you can get past that, I think that it can be a really positive thing, I think…   
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So you can learn from your mistakes; you can… obviously you don’t want to 

repeatedly make the same mistakes; that’s a sign that you’re not… [paying any 

attention] not paying attention you’re just… maybe that’s where a little bit of 

ignorance comes in, or a little bit of being uncareful… ‘cause I think you’ve got to be 

careful when you’re designing.   But I think it’s fine to make a mistake and go “well,” 

you know, “I know if I do that it just doesn’t work,” you know, so there’s that kind of 

mistake.  Does that answer the first bit?  [yeah, yeah, I mean you’ve kind of answered 

the second one, but I’ll ask anyway.] 

 

Q: How do you think mistakes add to the creative process? 

 

A: Yeah.  It’s about, I think it’s about understanding that it’s ok to make mistakes, I 

think… when, when I spoke to…  It can be a cultural thing, in China for instance, 

students are told again and again when they’re at school, “It’s naughty to make 

mistakes, you mustn’t make mistakes.  You must do it this way, and this is the only 

way” and, you know, if they do it a different way, they say, “you’ve made a mistake, 

that’s wrong”.  You know, this mistake and being wrong, and not making a mistake is 

right, kind of thing, is a funny thing…  But, I think… yeah, it’s, it’s encour… it’s 

saying, “you’ve got a safety net here, let’s try some things” and if… we’re not, not 

specifically telling the student to, to go out and make mistakes, but we’re saying that 

if, if you make a mistake and it’s identified and you can correct it and you can learn 

from it, then that’s part of the natural learning process, I think, isn’t it?  And that, that 

goes for any kind of skill or any kind of, in any kind of industry, whatever.  When 

you’re learning to drive you make mistakes; trying to back into a space and you hit the 

bump… kerb, and next time you go “well, I know if I ease off the brake a bit, then I 

ease off the accelerator a little bit, and then I’m not going to hit the kerb” you know, 

you learn from those kind of mistakes, as well.  Design’s very much, I think design, 

Graphic design, is very hand’s on, isn’t it?  It’s very… you know…   My teacher used 

to… I used to do stuff and the teacher would be looking at me and sort of say, 

“Maybe you could, you know, maybe you… have you thought about doing…” I was 

making those, maybe, errors, mistakes…  Error is another word [yeah, yeah I’ve been 

getting that a lot, I just didn’t use it this time] Ok, we’ll stick with mistakes… [yeah 

laughs] 

 

Q: In what way have mistakes or chance ever added to your work? 

 

A: … [if they have]  I can’t think of specific things, but it will have done.  As I say, 

especially when I was learning… but actually… you never stop learning when you’re a 
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designer, that’s the other thing.  If I did a job today, this afternoon, whatever… an 

editorial piece, or a… designing a logo… I could, I could make mistakes along the 

way, you never stop making mistakes… But specific ones… I mean with, 

with…being a graphic designer, you know, there’s nothing worse than you get the 

book back, or the document back, when it’s printed and finished and the first thing 

you look at is a spelling mistake [yeah laughs] or a… you know, something… a widow, 

or a, or a… a bit of over… you know, it’s printed on a bit where it wasn’t supposed 

to or a bit of colour here where…  You know, the image, you know, that you’ve 

photographed; you’ve already done it in Photoshop and it looked perfect and it 

comes back and you realise it’s too soft, or the colour balance isn’t right.  So those 

kind of mistakes are annoying, you know, but you do learn from that because all the 

times that things have gone wrong; and things always go wrong in print.  You, you try 

to control so many different things… and when it comes back there’s always 

something and because you’ve done it, you always spot the mistakes and sometimes 

the very first thing you see is the mistake.  So, the more that happens, the more 

you… when you’re designing something, the more you’re looking at all… you know, 

maybe you made less mistakes.  But, actually, you still always make… there’s always 

the odd mistake, you know.   So, you never stop making mistakes, but, because you’re 

making mistakes, it makes you more and more… your attention to detail gets more 

and more refined, I think.  You’re aware that they can happen so you, you’re trying to 

look for them all the time.  So, I suppose in that sense then, your work, through 

mistakes, just gets better and better and better, doesn’t it? [yeah, hopefully laughs]  But 

I can’t think of specific points [No, I suppose quite a… vague question] 

 

Q: How do you feel about mistakes made in your work, or mistakes you see in 

other people’s work? 

 

A: Yeah, so the same kind of things [yeah] it’s the… back in print and you see it…  

Sometimes, what you think might be a mistake, might be intended, or be some part of 

the design.  So, unless you’re aware of what the idea was, or was the process was… 

it’s hard to just, identify…  Again, I’m talking about specifically within design for 

print and things… graphic design.  But, I mean, mistakes in other parts of the world 

or other parts of our life… you know, you buy a jacket or a pair of trousers and you 

realise there’s a bit of funny stitching on it, or… that’s a mistake, isn’t it?  It’s 

annoying.  Or… in a building like this (Roland Levinsky) I think the design mistake is 

that the air flow is not brilliant [yeah] you know, but hopefully the architect, if he gets 

feedback from it, and next time he builds a building he might think about the air flow, 

or something… you want stuffy, stagnant air [especially at this high (we’re on the top 
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floor)] yeah [laughs] so that’s kind of… those are kind of mistakes, aren’t they, I 

suppose… but maybe some other people might not think it’s a mistake.  So, it’s 

interesting, there’s an element of subjectiveness, I suppose isn’t there? [yeah, the 

architect might have wanted us to have stuffy air up here laughs] who knows, yeah. 

 

Q: Has a mistake ever cost you, in terms of relationship with the 

client, money or pride, etc? 

 

A: … Yeah… I think, not me personally so much, but within, within the design group 

that I worked for, some things have had to be redone.  And, sometimes we’ve had to 

foot the bill, the cost…  Again, I can’t really remember specifics, maybe if I had more 

time, I’ll think of some examples but… sometimes, you know… I’ve been in design 

now over twenty three years or whatever, and every so often, a job will go out and for 

some reason it’s not right.  Maybe there was a miscommunication between you and 

the printer and the printer used some paper and you’re sure you specified a different 

paper and it’s come back and the client was expecting it on a certain type of paper 

and he blames you because you’re the designer, you’re the client and we say, “no, no, 

no, it was the printer” but actually he’s paying us, and we’re the paying the printer so 

we end up paying the bill.  So, it can be very costly… mistakes in graphic design, print 

especially, can be very expensive… so beware [yeah, lessons to be learned there] make 

sure you cover yourself, make sure it’s not your fault, it seems funny to pass the 

blame but sometimes… you’re the coordinator of the printer quite often, so you’re 

the person who, you know, the buck stops with you.  You’re not only just designing it 

but the client expects the box, when he opens the box, to get what you’ve told him he 

was going to get; if he gets something quite different, you’re to blame.  Those kind of 

mistakes have cost relationships with clients… but actually, it’s not so much through 

mistakes… problems with clients, relationship wise, it’s very often to do with their 

expectations and what they want, and you have arguments over what they think they 

want and what we think they want is different.  Giving us enough control, or… 

allowing us, ‘cause we’re the experts, to tell them what they really need and then you 

start having little battles.  And then there are budget issues, like they don’t pay you on 

time, or they say what you charged them wasn’t… they didn’t think it was right… So 

kind of legal and contractually sort of things are usually what ends up costing the 

relationship but you could say that’s a kind of mistake; if you got the costing wrong 

or you haven’t… maybe it’s a mistake to challenge the client too much.  But I would 

say that that’s another mistake worth pursuing; make sure they understand, when they 

employ you, they’re asking you for your advice, they’re asking you for your… even 

though it’s a team work, almost every piece of design you do between a client and you 
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as a designer should evolve together really, right from the briefing because the client 

might want to… think he’s knows what he wants but actually when you tease a brief 

out of somebody and you kind of work together to realise what they really want 

and… it’s teamwork, so the next presentation, you’re showing the client that… if 

you’re clever you can get them to think that they came up with that idea [laughs] and 

then you work… ‘cause then it’s really good because then they feel they are 

contributing, and they are contributing, but it’s a partnership. 

 

Q: In your opinion are mistakes a good or bad thing? 

 

A: Good.  Generally.  [Generally, laughs]  Generally…  But only if you can learn from 

your mistake… and not constantly make the same mistakes.  Just learn from them.  

[and, last one] 

 

Q: Do you prefer perfection or imperfection in graphic design and art, and why? 

 

A: … I don’t know what perfection in graphic design is.  I think there’s good 

communication and there’s communication that doesn’t quite work the way you want 

it to work.  For me, good graphic design, is design that actually functions… design 

that serves a purpose and design that answers the brief and solves the problem.  So, 

there’s always… for a brief there’s always a design problem and good design is 

answering… is solving that problem but there are millions of different ways to solve 

the same problem.  So, you can’t say one of them is perfect because… see, you can’t.   

I think perfection… I mean, you’d have to describe what perfection was in a 

particular job, a design job and you might say, to be perfect, you have to get clear 

communication with every single person within that target audience… and that’s just 

impossible.  But what you can do is make sure that whatever you communicate isn’t 

confusing, that people don’t get the wrong idea… So, that’s kind of imperfection 

when it doesn’t… again it’s a mistake.  I think, graphic design, if the end product… 

after you made the mistakes along the way and you’ve got a finished piece of print 

and if that doesn’t communicate what you wanted it to communicate… I mean, 

everything communicates something, in some way but it’s whether the person you’re 

aiming it at understands what you’re trying to say.  If they don’t; that’s a mistake and 

that is a mistake that is not a good mistake. [yeah]  Because I’m saying that graphic 

design, for me anyway, it’s a personal opinion, has to deliver and it has to connect and 

it has to… has to attract, it has to deliver the message… sometimes it has to be 

memorable other times it can just be throw away, it depends on the… But it has to 

do what it’s supposed to do.  Sometimes, it’s quite clear that design doesn’t do what 
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it’s supposed to, therefore it doesn’t work, therefore it’s a mistake, therefore its 

imperfection.  In my own work, obviously, I would strive for perfection and get 

everything how I think it should be in a perfect way but I can hardly ever do it; I can 

never… I’m never content… and always you get horrible surprises, things comes 

back from the printer… there’s always something that’s not quite right.  I’ve been 

doing it for twenty odd years, I know people who been doing it for forty years and 

have never managed to do a perfect piece of print.  I mean, if they’re honest with 

themselves, I mean, the client thinks it’s fantastic, everybody else thinks it’s fantastic 

but you’ve seen a little bit in there that’s a bit… “ah, shit” it’s that kind of thing [laughs 

yeah]  It’s quite complex even with something like this (Andy pulls out a document to 

show me) you know, it’s a decent size thing and sometimes you’re doing a document 

four, five, six times that amount of text and information so to get one little bit that’s 

not right is so annoying; but no one else knows, no one else sees it.  And this is case 

in point, Lizzie (a lecturer at the University) picked this up, there’s an article in here 

from Lizzie, and the first thing she went to was at the back and it was a credit and 

they’d spelt her name with a ‘y’. [laughs] And… in the article it’s with an ‘ie’ and 

everything is fine in the article, but there’s one bit… and she went straight to that bit 

accidently [typical, isn’t it?] yeah, but she knows, and I’ve talked to her about, that’s so 

typical.  We’re designers, we know, there’s always going to be something not quite 

right.  So, sometimes you have to live with imperfection or you’d never get anywhere 

[yeah, you’d be constantly correcting] I would’ve just given it up.  Mistakes with 

students is quite interesting… you could say, as a teacher, you are, your student when 

they graduate… whether they’re successful or not and if a student leaves and they’re 

completely unsuccessful is that your mistake?  You know, that’s an interesting way of 

looking at it, isn’t it? [yeah]  I always enjoy when students leave and a couple of years 

later and you see them and they’re working in a really good place and they’re doing 

some great work; I always take pride in that, I think, “Great, maybe I played some 

little part in their development from a first year who knows nothing about graphic 

design to a third year who did a great show and two years later they’re working in one 

of the top agencies, did I play a little bit in that?” Maybe.  You can take the credit so 

got to take the stick for the mistakes as well I suppose.  Is that alright?  [yeah, thank 

you for answering them] that’s alright, it’s been very interesting.  
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